
WRITE AHEAD LOGGING IMPLEMENTATION

I implemented write ahead logging, allowing recovery of the in-memory state upon server restart. While the idea itself is
really simple.

If you create the TPC-H tables, then load the data, and then shut down NanoDB, you will likely observe a long
pause the next time you start the database. Of course, a "commit" or "rollback" record should never be seen for
an incomplete transaction. I'm taking your data with me!!! The WAL protocol ensures that in the event of a
system crash, databases pages can be restored to a consistent state using the information contained in the log
records. The original content is preserved in the database file and the changes are appended into a separate
WAL file. The entry points for starting, committing, and rolling back transactions are the following methods
on the TransactionManager class: startTransaction - starts a transaction commitTransaction - commits the
current transaction rollbackTransaction - rolls back the current transaction The TransactionStateUpdater class
implements the logic described above for starting and ending transactions, and the [ Begin Commit Rollback ]
TransactionCommand classes in the commands package also call the above methods on the transaction
manager. This article does not cite any sources. And it is responsible for the format of the log record wrapper.
The Javadocs for the edu. Implement this method on the Transaction Manager so that the database will follow
the WAL rule when any dirty pages are written back to disk. Logging Writes to Table Files Logging the
changes to data pages is very dependent on the kind of data file being managed. Note that this might be an
area for future improvement to increase usability, such as storing streams in a registry. But it is possible to get
SQLite into a state where the WAL file will grow without bound, causing excess disk space usage and slow
queries speeds. Start the database, create a table, insert a few rows relying on autocommit again. The log file
number is monotonically increasing. Additionally, you should see the database updating the write-ahead log
with details of committed transactions, which would make them durable. RawStore exposes a checkpoint
method which clients can call, or a checkpoint is taken automatically by the RawStore when: The log file
grows beyond a certain size configurable, default 1MB RawStore is shutdown and a checkpoint hasn't been
done "for a while" RawStore is recovered and a checkpoint hasn't been done "for a while" LogCounter Log
records are identified using LogCounter, which is an implementation of LogInstant, a Derby term for LSN.
The write-ahead logger implements an extremely simplified version of the ARIES logging and recovery
mechanism. As in Kafka, we also support a fourth kind: key compaction. Of course, you will also need to
make sure that you update the WAL in an atomic and durable way, particularly in the context of the issues
outlined earlier, namely having multiple WAL files and buffer pages being written out in no particular order.
Committed messages are always preserved during a leadership change, but uncommitted messages could be
lost. As before, it only cares about "start" records and "update" records; in particular, "redo-only update"
records are ignored during this phase. Then commit it. The last important detail is how to undo the changes to
a particular data page. Here are some ideas for testing. Note that the LSN does not include a page number; the
page number can be computed from the file-offset and the WAL file's page size, when it is needed.


